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Abstract 

This article is devoted to the study of the peculiarities of adjectives in the poetry of the great Karakalpak poet 

Berdakh. The attention is paid to the construction of Berdakh’s poetic text, which is multifaceted and unique. The 

article examines the adjectives from the poet’s poem and makes an attempt to identify the peculiarity of their use 

to express philosophical thoughts. The lexical composition of the poet’s poem, in particular, adjectives are con-

sidered in the article from the point of view of their emotional function in the poetic text. The poet’s philosophical 

views and moral ideals are reflected in his lyrics through numerous elements, including the use of adjectives.  
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The poet Berdakh is “the shining peak of the Kara-

kalpak classical literature” [1, p.5], all his works are 

distinguished by an exceptional wealth of not only con-

tent, but also linguistic organization. It would seem that 

in every line of his creations, he put a deep thought, an 

important thought. It is not in vain that he became a 

truly folk poet, because the great poet devoted almost 

all of his work to the people. Along with the nationality, 

rich ideological content, the poet’s skill in creating 

forms and images, in embodying ideas with the help of 

numerous linguistic means, in “weaving” words into 

graceful rhyme, is worthy of great attention, thereby 

making its way into the soul of the reader. All new and 

new aspects of the work of this outstanding poet are be-

ing studied and, undoubtedly, will be studied. 

Berdakh’s works, for all their relevance, will be the 

subject of many more research works. We, in turn, set 

the goal in this article to consider the features of the use 

of adjectives in Berdakh’s poems when expressing 

philosophical thoughts. We tried to reveal the emo-

tional function of adjectives in the poetic text of 

Berdakh. 

Traditionally, an adjective is defined as a lexico-

grammatical category “combining words that denote a 

feature of an object (qualitative, relative, or indicative - 

determinative) and that are defining nouns ...” [2, p. 

157]. Considering adjectives in the literary aspect, it 

should be noted that adjectives are most often epithets. 

Epithets are a means of creating expressiveness and are 

often descriptive, evaluative character in the text. 

Rosenthal rightly notes that an epithet is a word that 

defines an object or action and emphasizes some char-

acteristic property or quality in them. The stylistic func-

tion of the epithet lies in its artistic expressiveness [3, 

p. 355]. It is safe to say that Berdakh’s poems are also 

rich in epithets.  

Next, let us dwell on specific examples of the 

poet’s use of adjectives in his poem “In search”. The 

main material for our article was the book “Berdakh. 

Selected (1977)”, which contains the brightest exam-

ples of the rich poetic heritage of Berdakh. The poem 

“In search”, truly, can be considered a poem built on 

numerous epithets. This is also explained by the theme 

of the poem. The poet expresses his desires and ideals, 

because he sees what is necessary for the people. By its 

nature, this poem, along with many others, is a clear 

expression of the inner feelings, deep reflections of the 

poet. He is not only a poet, but a poet with democratic 

thoughts; in his works he proclaimed the ideas of equal-

ity and humanism. As a witness to the suffering of the 

poor, the author dreams of justice. Berdakh’s position 

can be rightfully called heroic, since his works vividly 

reflect socio-political views, concern for the fate of the 

people, the call of the people to fight for their happiness 

and liberation. The rather voluminous poem “In search” 

by Berdakh contains many adjectives. The poem of 24 

verses includes a total of more than 50 adjectives.  

In this poem, we can distinguish: 

1. Adjectives that express human qualities. 
Berdach mentions what kind of people and with 

what qualities are respected. 

The subject + adjective construction is observed. 

For example: 

Пропажи в вёдро и ненастье 

Вожатого отважного и прямого. 

Or other examples: 

1) Да спутником мне будет смелый, 

Заступника искал я удалого. 

2) Среди Китая и Кунграда 

Вожатого искал я боевого. 

3) Всегда искал наставника благого. 

2. Adjectives serving as definitions of abstract 

concepts. Berdakh’s philosophy is manifested in epi-

thets with such concepts as happiness, grief, torment, 

light, destiny, etc. For instance: 

1) Несчастным был, - хотел я счастья, 

Искал я счастья светлого, большого. 

2) Чтоб радость принести народу, 

Искал бальзам от горя векового. 

3) Чтоб стать вожатым для несчастных, 

Познавших бремя мук ужасных, 

4) Искал бы я света ясного, дневного 

5) Пойдемте же , друзья, - удела 

Со мной искать счастливого, иного! 

3. In some lines of Berdakh, there is even some 

criticism. In particular, in this poem, this can be seen in 

examples of adjectives with words word and thought. 

The poet is looking for truth in this world. His philoso-

phy lies in such searches. For example: 

Я с правдой связан, словом точным, 
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Враг мыслям лживым и порочным. 

Стихи подобны скрепам прочным: 

Искал я слова честного, прямого. 

The poet’s nationality is connected with the fact 

that in each of his works he mentions the people and 

lives with the problems of the people. The lines from 

this poem by Berdakh contain both tolerance and patri-

otism: 

 

1) На поиск истины пущусь я: 

Добра для рода искал я людского 

2) Да будут их глаза открыты: 

Так для народа потрудись родного! 

The critical judgments of the poet can be traced in 

the following lines, where the author expresses his 

thoughts about social phenomena, inequality and diffi-

culties in his native land. For his native land, the poet 

wishes all the best, for he himself has been a witness of 

many troubles for a long time. For example: 

1) Чтоб радость принести народу, 

Искал бальзам от горя векового. 

2) Клял нынешнее, клял былое, 

Искал тропы средь сумрака глухого. 

3) О нет, я б не сидел на месте: 

Достиг бы ради правой мести 

It would seem that Berdakh’s epithets are carefully 

selected, all definitions are clearly set. When describing 

objects and phenomena, the most “strong” signs and 

qualities have been taken, that is what the adjectives ex-

press. Each epithet, each characterization by the poet of 

objects or phenomena, bears an evaluative, critical 

character. In addition, in every line of the poet, one can 

feel the involvement in the fate of the people, responsi-

bility for the future. All these adjectives seem to not 

only define the subject or object in the sentence, but are 

called upon and serve to reveal the entire philosophy 

with which the poem is saturated. Berdakh’s creativity 

and the philosophy of his works clearly correspond to 

the definition of the scientist A.Pavlovsky: “Philosoph-

ical lyrics in its basics is always reflection, a chain of 

inferences ... The work of a philosophical structure con-

tains and develops in itself not just a thought, but a 

thought-image, a thought-feeling, a thought-picture, 

therefore, it generates in the soul of the reader a wide 

chain of emotional-semantic associations ...” [4, p.243]. 

In Berdakh’s poems, we can find an image, feel-

ings, and a picture. 

As the above examples show, adjectives play a 

significant role in the rich and multifaceted poetic 

world of Berdakh. It would seem that in every line of 

Berdakh’s creations lies a high philosophy, which is ex-

pressed by various stylistic figures, one of which is an 

epithet. By means of adjectives, the poet managed to 

give objects and phenomena an emotionally evaluative 

definition, thereby influencing the reader. All the emo-

tionality that permeates the poet’s poem, the embodi-

ment of the poet’s moral ideals, is mainly based, in lin-

guistic terms, on adjectives. With all the diversity, 

Berdakh’s poems were and will remain truly popular. 

Berdakh’s works are “bright pearls of Karakalpak po-

etry”. And Berdakh rightfully occupies an honorable 

place in the Karakalpak literature [1, p.6]. We consider 

it expedient to study the peculiarities of epithets and the 

use of adjectives on the example of works of fiction, 

that is, to further develop such a study.  
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